Influence of amine and thiol modifications at the 3' ends of single stranded DNA molecules on their adsorption on gold surface and the efficiency of their hybridization.
Adsorption of molecules of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) or modified DNA on gold surfaces is often the first step in construction of many various biosensors, including biosensors for detection of DNA with a particular sequence. In this work we study the influence of amine and thiol modifications at the 3' ends of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecules on their adsorption on the surface of gold substrates and on the efficiency of hybridization of immobilized DNA with the complementary single stranded DNA. The characterization of formed layers has been carried out using infrared spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy. As model single stranded DNA we used DNA containing 20 adenine bases, whereas the complementary DNA contained 20 thymine bases. We found that the bands in polarization modulation-infrared reflection-adsorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) spectra of layers formed from thiol-modified DNA are significantly narrower and sharper, indicating their higher regularity in the orientation of DNA on gold surface when using thiol linker. Also, hybridization of the layer of thiol-modified DNA containing 20 adenine bases with the respective DNA containing thymine bases leads to formation of much more organized structures than in the case of unmodified DNA or DNA with the amine linker. We conclude that the thiol-modified ssDNA is more promising for the preparation of biosensors, in comparison with the amine-modified or unmodified ssDNA. We have also found that the above-mentioned modifications at the 3' end of ssDNA significantly influence the IR spectrum (and hence the structure) of polycrystalline films formed from such compounds, even though adsorbed fragments contain less than 5% of the DNA chain. This effect should be taken into account when comparing IR spectra of various polycrystalline films formed from modified and unmodified DNA.